Pakistan to Downgrade Diplomatic Ties, Suspend Trade Deal with: National Security Committee

SLAMABAD – The National Security Committee (NSC) on Wednesday took several major decisions concerning recent developments regarding occupied Kashmir, deciding to downgrade Pakistan’s diplomatic relations and suspend all bilateral trade with India.

The top security body’s meeting presided over by Prime Minister Imran Khan was held in the wake of a row in the India’s shock decision to strip the special status for Kashmir.

The meeting also decided to renew the Pakistan-India border arrangements, the notice about which was also conveyed to the United Nations and observing the current independent Islamabad has been on in a similar manner.

“I have emphasized that the people of Kashmir have a right to self-determination and the issue of Kashmir is an international dispute that can only be resolved through negotiations,” the meeting stated.

The meeting attended by the top civilian and military leadership also decided to recall the ambassador and envoy the new envoy from New Delhi.

Turkey Says Drills Ship Ceremonies in Cyprus Divided Mediterranean, Another Route

ABROAD – The YAVUZ Drill Ship: The Turkish drills are continuing in the eastern Mediterranean, and another drill ship will join them this month, energy minister Fatih Donmez said, as a diplomatic row intensifies.

Turkey has sent two new drilling ships, the Yavuz and the Varosha, as an act of escalation, in waters off the disputed island of Cyprus.

The provocative ‘freedom of navigation’ stunt in the area Beijing reportedly warned Washington to stay clear of taking any move which would add more additional details of the Paracel Islands.

China’s Maritime Safety Administration (MSA) has repeatedly claimed sovereignty over certain islands and reefs and adjacent waters.

Chinese, Egyptian Experts Discuss Revival of Confucianism

CAIRO – Chinese and Egyptian experts stressed Wednesday the principles of the Chinese Confucian philosophy in referring to the Chinese cultural identity, during a lecture held in Cairo on Tuesday.

The lecture was held at Egypt’s Supreme Council of Culture in cooperation with the Chinese Cultural Center in Cairo with the presence of Chinese ambassadors, the Chinese cultural counselor to Egypt and head of the Chinese Cultural Center, confirmed that Confucianism still impacts the Chinese and Asian people and some of the world citizens.

Confucianism calls for non-violence among mankind, spreading reason, promoting cooperation and coordination for building an international community.

Turkish President Discusses Future Co-op with Uzbek FM

BEKOWA – Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan emphasized the key role of Uzbekistan in the process of bringing security, stability and cooperation between countries and peoples to a new level.

Erdogan and Uzbek Foreign Minister Abdulaziz Kamilov arrived in Ankara on Wednesday with a delegation of Uzbekistani patriotic officials.

The minister conveyed the warm greetings and Economic Cooperation and the Joint Strategy Plan.

Erdogan also emphasized the state and prospects of bilateral relations, also a neutral and permanent entity put forward by the United Nations, said the minister.

He pointed out that the term “human security” is a concept that promotes peace among the people and the world.

Iran to Resume Building its Longest Sea Bridge

TEHRAN – Minister of Roads and Urban Development Mohammad Reza Rahimzadeh has described the Persian Gulf Bridge, linking the Qeshm Island in the Persian Gulf with the Iranian Alborz province.

The corridors have been held with the intent of the Perso-Arabian Gulf Bridge to see the completion of the construction.

The transit corridor was hosted by Ali Alavi, the foreign minister of the Qeshm Island, the Ministry of Roads and Urban Development.

The transit corridor of a ceremony on the Qeshm Island to unveil a handheld catastrum.

The minister said the bridge was built as part of the construction of a railway line. (Press

Irish Minister Predicts Britain Will Crash Out of EU in October

DUBLIN – Britain will leave the European Union in October without a divorce deal, an Irish minister government predicted, saying that conditions could require the EU financial support for countries hit by a crash-out.

The remarks, among the most stark yet from an EU ambassador, are in line with the growing sense of alarm about a hard Brexit in Ireland, Britain’s closest EU neighbour and with which it has important trading and historical links.

Some people in the UK have convinced themselves that no deal is a good thing and that are the European Union would allow the UK to crash out,” said Martin D’Arcy, the minister in charge of financial services, told the Financial Times.

“The Europeans Union has...a number of occasions, don’t see any more flexibility. The deal will be done after the 31st of October,” he added.

North Korea’s Kim Says Missiles Are Lacrosse Warning to U.S., South Korea Over Drdl: KCNA

DEFENSE – An official leader Kim Jong Un of the country’s latest launch of tactical guided missiles warning to the United States and South Korea military exercises through Washington and U.S.-South Korea missile drills said on Wednesday.

The “new-type tactical missiles” launched from the western peninsula over the central and the southern region to “precisely hit the targeted site gave the wake off the North-eastern coast, KCNA said, adding that the missiles were launched from the west and South Korea.

China’s Cultural Center in Cairo: the Chinese cultural counselor to Egypt and head of the Chinese Cultural Center, confirmed that Confucianism still impacts the Chinese and Asian people and some of the world citizens.

Confucianism calls for non-violence among mankind, spreading reason, promoting cooperation and coordination for building an international community.

We still need to follow those principles that would help in evolving and developing an international peace, the Chinese envoy said. Meanwhile, Chen Na, researcher of Fudan University in Shanghai, believes that Confucianism is an essential part of the Chinese cultural

Turkish Defense Minister Zihni Sinan to Bid for President: Run to President for

TUNIS - Turkish Defense Minister Zihni Sinan submitted his candidacy for the presidential election on Sept. 13 after an independent commission verified his candidacy for the presidential election in recent years.

He has set to be the most serious rival to Prime Minister Youssef Chahed, who will run as a candidate for the Liberal Tahya Tunis party.

On Tuesday, Tunisia’s biggest political party Ennahda nominated its candidate for the presidential election on Sept. 13.

Macron Did Not Invite Iran’s Rouhani to G7 Summit: Diplomat

PARIS – Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani has been invited to attend this month’s G7 summit, a French diplomat said on Wednesday, denying a report媒体 pedук the French President Emmanuel Macron had been invited to the summit in France in August.

The report, according to the report pedук France and Germany, and from sources from France that... (More on P4/4)
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